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Job summary
This is a fantastic opportunity to join a rapidly growing, innovative, employee-centred business
in the space industry. We are looking for an experienced and motivated Marketing Manager to
take the lead as our sole marketer in managing, coordinating and delivering the marketing of
our products and services, and helping to build our company brand.
The technical nature of what we do leads to a focus on content marketing and we are looking
for excellent written communications skills, with proven ability to create both short-form and
long-form content from social media posts to articles and blog content. Although creating and
maintaining a strong visual identity is important for us, we recognise that it is our high level of
expertise which our customers trust and we see the Marketing Manager taking responsibility for
driving the creation and delivery of thought leadership content which communicates our
capabilities to our target markets.
As a key member of our team you will be responsible for managing the company's marketing
initiatives. Using market research and analysis, where it is available, you will drive marketing
strategy, planning and overseeing the production of all promotional materials and marketing
campaigns. Internal communications are also important, and you will be responsible for
reporting marketing and sales results to the rest of the team, including senior executives and
engineers.

Essential skills and experience
We see experience with the following as essential to the job:
•

establishing marketing goals based on past performance and market forecasts;

•

overseeing current offerings and helping develop initiatives for new products or
services;

•

researching and analysing market trends, demographics, pricing, competitor products,
and other relevant information to form marketing strategies;

•

working with senior and engineering staff to develop detailed marketing plans for all
media channels working with assigned budgets;

•

overseeing the creative development of promotional materials, website content,
advertisements, press releases, and other marketing-related projects;

•

leading the creation of both short- and long-form written content, with an emphasis on
thought leadership, by working with technical staff;

•

communicating with various media buyers, advertising agencies, printers, and other
services to help marketing projects come to fruition;

•

identifying relevant trade shows and conferences and planning for company attendance;

•

managing exhibition events within budget and reporting on return on investment
through measurement metrics such as number of leads, visitor attendance and brand
awareness;

•

tracking marketing and sales data and communicating results to other team members;
and
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•

evaluating marketing campaigns and strategies as needed in response to collected data
and other feedback.

We would like to see these skills demonstrated through previous experience in a technical
marketing role, preferably with a marketing qualification.

Personal skills
We're looking for a dynamic and motivated individual to join our team. We're especially looking
for someone who:
•

Works well both independently and in a team as part of a fast-paced technical
environment

•

Possesses strong verbal and written communication skills, both for internal and external,
customer-facing, interactions

•

Has creative flair and an eye for detail in both visual and written content

•

Is interested in learning new skills and is open to new ideas and ways of working as well
as sharing their experience with others

Desirable skills and experience
The following skills would definitely be a bonus:
•

Knowledge of, or exposure to, the space industry or a similar industry

•

Experience working with an engineering-heavy team

•

Some experience of marketing software products and/or services

•

The ability to network with industry leaders and decision makers

About the job
We're ideally looking to employ someone full time, although this is negotiable. Salary will be in
the range of £25k-£35k+, depending on experience, with 36 days of holiday per annum and a
6% employer's pension contribution. We have offices in Edinburgh, Dundee and Bristol
although to permit regular interaction with the team responsible for business development and
sales, this role would be best suited to being based in Dundee. As exhibitions and trade shows
are normally an important route to market for us (and is likely to continue to be, post-COVID),
some global travel should be anticipated. All applicants should have the right to work in the UK.
As a member of the Bright Ascension team you would have a stake in the business through our
Employee Benefit Trust which owns 16% of our business.

Bright Ascension
We are a small, innovative company changing the way that software is developed in the space
industry. With customers across the world, ranging from universities and space agencies, to
commercial organisations and start-ups, our core technologies enable our customers to
develop and operate space-based systems and services faster, cheaper and more reliably.
Innovation is at the heart of what we do and it is our team which drives that innovation; this is
reflected in our commitment to employee ownership, which gives all of us a voice, and a stake,
in our current and future success.
Read more: www.brightascension.com
Contact us: enquiries@brightascension.com
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Applying for this job
If you think you would be a good fit for this role, and would like us to consider you for the
opportunity, please get in touch by sending us a CV, covering letter and examples of previous
relevant work to careers@brightascension.com
Closing Date: 30th October 2020
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